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Abstract. This paper presents an alternative approach formultipleword-
length architecture synthesis and optimization. It is based on an iterative
refinement process on operation grouping, word-length assignment and
high-level synthesis. The focus is on the sub-problem of operation group-
ing before word-length assignment, and within iterations. Two algorithms
are proposed and first results show the interest of the approach and invite
for more investigations in iterative grouping procedures.

1 Introduction

This paper addresses the problem of High-Level Synthesis (HLS) of fixed-point
architectures when arithmetic operators are shared and may have distinct Word-
Lengths (WL). The objective is to minimize the cost (area and/or energy) while
respecting accuracy and latency constraints. Unlike specialised DSP or general
purpose processors, ASIC and FPGA implementations allow the number of arith-
metic resources for each type (adder, multiplier, etc) and the input/output oper-
ation WL to be freely chosen, thus providing an important optimization potential
(in terms of area, energy and latency).

The multiple word-length architecture synthesis problem is usually split into
two sub-problems: data WL determination and HLS. Thus sub-problems have
been processed separately. Firstly a dedicated resource is considered for operation
WL determination [1,2]. The WL assignment has been demonstrated to be NP-
Hard in [3], so heuristic methods have to be used for large scale problems such
as those compared in [4]. Secondly the WL information so obtained is used
as input for HLS techniques adapted for multiple WLs [5,6,7]. However, the
two processes are highly inter-dependant and thus have to be coupled for more
e!cient results. In [8], the coupling is achieved through WL determination before
and after HLS. Recently an optimal combined approach suited for new heuristic
method evaluations has been presented in [9].

As the processes are inter-dependant and as suggested in [10], it could be
interesting to use feedback in an iterative manner. To our knowledge, only work
in [11] proposes an iterative refinement approach. The present paper explains
more in detail the operation grouping objectives and mechanisms.
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Operation grouping algorithms have been used in [6,8] before WL assignment
or before HLS, both to limit the number of optimization variables and to guide
HLS resource binding. In this paper, operation grouping information is used
before WL assignment. This information is deduced from previous syntheses
according to an iterative operation grouping algorithm. Thus, this article focuses
on operation grouping algorithms.

The paper is organised as follows: section 2 presents the operation grouping
procedure objectives and concepts to solve the problem. Section 3 proposes two
algorithms to explore the design search space. Section 4 shows results for the
first presented algorithm and section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Operation Grouping Procedures

The objective of a grouping procedure is to provide a priori information about
future resource binding for the next global optimization step (i.e. WL optimiza-
tion). Grouping procedures are, at the same time, both predictions on the re-
source number and constraints on the HLS.

A group is defined as a set of operations to be optimized with the same WL.
A grouping represents a way to partition the set of operations among the groups.
To achieve a grouping, the principle is first to determine the number of groups
for each operation type, then to distribute the operation among the groups. For
each operation type, the number of groups should correspond to the number
of arithmetic operators used in the final architecture, so that grouping done a
priori corresponds to the HLS resource binding.

2.1 Research Space

Let T , O and G be the sets of operation types, operations and groups respectively.
Let t be a given operation type, Ot and Gt the sets of operations and groups of
type t. The problem consists, for each operation type t ! T , of distributing the
set of operations Ot among the groups Gt. So, let n be the number of operations
and p the number of groups. This problem is equivalent to distributing n distinct
elements in exactly p non-distinct sets, with n " p.

Proposition 1. The number of solutions noted Gp
n is given by the following

recurrent equation system where Ap
n = n!

(n"p)! is the number of arrangements for
p elements among n:

!
G1

n = 1

Gp
n = pn" p!1

k=1 Ak
pGk

n

p! #p $ n
(1)

Proof. The problem is equivalent to counting the way of arranging n elements
into p distinct groups, possibly empty (pn, because there are p choices for each
n element) and to remove the number of arrangements with empty groups (1
empty group, 2 empty groups, etc., until p % 1 empty groups) and to divide the
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result by the number of possible permutations (p!) of the p (non-empty) groups.
The arrangement number with exactly k empty groups (1 $ k $ p%1) is equal to
the number of ways to sorting the p%k non-empty (thus distinct) groups (Ap"k

p )
multiplied by the repartition of n elements in exactly p % k groups (Gp"k

n ).

The grouping search space is thus very important (in O(pn)), so a maximum
information is needed to both reduce and to explore it intelligently.

2.2 Exploring the Grouping Search Space

The targeted optimal grouping is among groupings for which each group will
require only one operator. Let G1r be the set of such groupings.

One way to reduce the architectural cost is to reduce the number of resources1.
For G1r groupings, this is equivalent to reducing the number of groups. The G1r

research space is considerably reduced compared to the previous research space.
However it is not easy to stay in G1r while searching for solutions. To check
whether a grouping is G1r or not, HLS must be used. When this is not the case,
that is when any group needs at least 2 operators, some operations of this group
shall be redistributed to return to G1r.

Grouping corresponding to resource binding is necessarily G1r. Thus from a
non-G1r grouping, the synthesis which allocates several operators to a group,
proposes to split the initial group to obtain a G1r grouping with more groups.

Taking into account information such as data dependencies and previous
scheduling and binding, it is possible to deduce that the group choice for certain
operations will directly depend on, be limited by or limit the group choice of
other operations in order to keep G1r . Thus, for the set of operations, a priority
order to choose a group may be attributed. The choice of this priority order is
important for the e!ciency of algorithms with loop-back [12]. Highest priority
operations should be those with the fewest degrees of freedom.

Prioritizing operations with a previous WL specification and allowing only
group binding on immediately superior WL group, permits results from [6] where
there is only O(n2) possible grouping solutions to be retrieved.

3 Proposed Algorithms

3.1 Simple Grouping Algorithm

For this approach, operation grouping is directly determined by the resource
binding results. All operations assigned to an operator are specified to be in the
same group for the next iteration. For the first iteration, the groups correspond
to the di"erent operation types. This approach is illustrated in figure 1.

Few iterations are needed to converge to a solution. In this method, groups do
not constitute operation partitions, but just propose a common minimum WL
which will be defined by the next phase of the global process and be available for

1 One other way is to reduce the word-length of these resources.
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Fig. 1. Synopsis of Simple Grouping Algorithm

HLS. Indeed, the HLS could assign some operations to operators from another
group with greater WL. Thus, the e!ciency of this method is based on the ability
of the HLS tool to share resources between groups. The algorithm finished when
HLS resource binding coincides with data grouping or after a predefined number
of iterations. Due to an absence of control and loop-back in this algorithm the
last solution may not be the best explored solution.

3.2 Advanced Grouping Algorithm

To obtain a better solution, scheduling and binding should be performed in
the same process. The present algorithm benefits from possible schedulings to
direct grouping, and thus indirectly binding. It can be classified as a construction
algorithm with loop-backs. The synopsis of the method is presented in figure 2.

We define the operation mobility as the set (interval) of possible execution
dates for the operation and the mobility index as the number of distinct possible
execution dates.

The minimum WL of each operation which permits the accuracy constraint
to be respected is first determined. Then for a number of groups fixed for the
iteration, the mobility indexes are computed and operations are processed by
increasing order of mobility indexes. They either are added to an existing group,
constitute a new group, or take the place of an operation already in a group.

Operation mobility is used to try and place operations in the most adequate
group, that is the one with WL immediately superior or equal to the operation
WL. The group WL is defined here as the maximum required WL for operations
in the group. To be bound to a group, the other operations should not have
execution constraints which overlap all scheduling possibilities o"ered by the
mobility of the operation, otherwise the grouping will not be G1r.

So if the operation cannot be added to the desired group, the algorithm first
tries to swap this operation with a smaller WL operation in the group, before
repeating this process with a larger WL group.
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Fig. 2. Synopsis of Advanced Grouping Algorithm

If the current operation WL is larger than all group WLs, there are two pos-
sibilities: either create a new group or add this operation to an existing group
(priority to groups with highest WL), swapping if necessary with another op-
eration (priority to lowest WL operations). The second choice is performed by
default, thus new groups are always created with a WL as small as possible.

When an operation has its place stolen by another operation with a larger
WL, it returns to the top of the priority list. Convergence of this algorithm is
assured by the fact that operations can only take the place of smaller WL once
and are bound one by one.

Once the grouping is performed, a WL optimization procedure is carried out
on groups. Indeed, the combination of the obtained group WL usually does not
respect the accuracy constraint (individual WLs are necessary but not su!cient
regard to other WLs), so a HLS is finally achieved. As scheduling depends on op-
eration latencies, which depends on operator WLs, new mobilities are computed
at each iteration.

4 Experimental Results

Firstly, algorithm evolution over iterations is presented on a small application
example for given latency and accuracy constraints. Secondly, caracterisation
results in function of those constraints are presented on a 8-point radix 2 FFT
algorithm.
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Table 1. Iteration details for Simple Grouping Algorithm

f loat s ea r che r ( f loat in I , f loat inQ ,
f loat "cI , f loat "cQ)

{
stat ic f loat xI [ 3 ] ;
stat ic f loat xQ [ 3 ] ;
f loat accI , accQ ;
int i ;

xI [ 0 ] = i n I "K[ 0 ] ;
xQ [ 0 ] = inQ"K[ 1 ] ;

acc I = xI [ 0 ] " c I [ 0 ] ! xQ[ 0 ] " cQ [ 0 ] ;
accQ = xI [ 0 ] " cQ [ 0 ] + xQ[ 0 ] " c I [ 0 ] ;

for ( i =1; i <3; i++) {
acc I += xI [ i ]" c I [ i ] ! xQ[ i ]"cQ [ i ] ;
accQ += xI [ i ]"cQ [ i ] + xQ[ i ]" c I [ i ] ;

xI [ i ] = xI [ i !1];
xQ[ i ] = xQ[ i !1];

}

return acc I + accQ ;
}

i Opr. Lat. LUT Operation Binding Opt. Gr. WL
1 add19 2510 19 (43,81,38,33,28,23,14,5,3) add19

add19 2510 19 (76,71,66,61,56,51) add18
mul15x2 4072 34 (10,45,83,40,35,30,25,16,7) mul14x2
mul15x2 4072 34 (19,48,86,78,73,68,63,58,53) mul16x2
total 106 SNR : 60.8 dB (105)

2 add19 2510 19 (43,81,38,33,28,23,14,5,3) add18
add18 2469 18 (76,71,66,61,56,51) add17
mul14x2 4009 32 (10,40,30,25,7) mul14x2
mul16x2 4133 36 (19,45,35,83,16,48,86,78,73,

68,63,58,53)
mul16x2

total 105 SNR : 62.2 dB (103)
3 add18 2469 18 (43,38,81,33,28,23,76,14,5,

71,66,61,56,51,3)
add23

mul16x2 4133 36 (10,30,7,45,83,35,68,16,53) mul14x2
mul16x2 4133 36 (19,40,25,48,86,78,73,68,63) mul15x2
total 90 SNR : 63.0 dB (89)

4 add23 2676 23 (43,81,38,33,28,23,14,5,51,3) add20
add23 2676 23 (76,71,66,61,56) add18
mul14x2 4009 32 (10,45,30,7,16) mul13x2
mul15x2 4072 34 (19,83,35,68,53,48,86,40,78,

73,25,63,58)
mul16x2

total 112 SNR : 61.2 dB (104)

The chosen application for detailing iterations steps, is part of the WCDMA
application for the UMTS standard. It computes intercorrelations between re-
ceived complex signal and a reference sequence. As the parameter coe!cients for
this application are either -1, 0 or 1, all coe!cient WLs have been set to 2. The
input data are specified in range [-1,1], the application latency has been set to
50 ns, the clock latency to 2.5 ns and the accuracy constraint to a signal-to-noise
power ratio of 60 dB. The target architecture is a LUT based implementation
on Xilinx Virtex II FPGA. The source code of the test application and the
HLS results for 4 iterations are presented in table 1. The numbers reported in
the “Operation Binding” column correspond to operation node numbers in our
intermediate representation. The last column reports the group WL after opti-
mization and the cost prevision if in G1r (noted within parentheses). For this
example, the best area cost is obtained at iteration 3 whose corresponding im-
plementation will only need a single 18-bit adder and two 16x2-bit multipliers,
resulting in a saving of 15% operator area compared to the initial solution.

Complete optimization characterization results are now presented for a 8-
point radix-2 FFT algorithm. For this algorithm, roots of unity coe!cients are
all encoded on 12 bits for both the real an imaginary parts. The same SNR
constraint is specified for all output signals.

Figure 3 compares the mutliple WL approach with a classical 16-bit imple-
mentation and a per operation type WL optimization (corresponding to the first
iteration of the procedure). A 16-bit uniform WL implementation results in a
SNR of 58 dB, so this value has been used as a fixed constraint for the optimiza-
tions. The LUT area is plotted for the classical solution and the two optimized
solutions for di"erent timing constraints. The bar plots show the percentage of
area saved by the two optimized solutions compared to the classical 16-bit imple-
mentation and emphasize the extra saving provided by multiple WL solutions.

Figure 4 presents the total operator LUT area obtained after optimization
for varying accuracy and timing constraints. Up to ten iterations on grouping
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Fig. 3. Comparison with 16-bits classical implementation
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Fig. 4. Area Optimization Results for 8 points Radix-2 FFT algorithm

have been performed for each points. This 3D-graph presents some irregulari-
ties. The graph-equivalent function indeed is not monotonous in the constraint
variables (SNR and latency), as expected for a characterization. This is mainly
due to the fact that the simple grouping algorithm has no loop-back control, and
so will always try to improve the last solution and not the last best one2. In-
deed, from an iteration to another, area usually increases when the HLS resource
binding leads to a non-G1r grouping.

2 This could however finally lead to a better solution, as simulated-annealing does.
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Table 2. Numbers of best – over ten – iterations

SNR
(dB)

latency (ns) SNR
(dB)

latency (ns)
350 300 260 220 200 180 160 140 120 100 80 350 300 260 220 200 180 160 140 120 100 80

30 2 7 4 4 2 6 4 2 6 2 5 70 6 9 2 2 2 9 9 6 2 2 4
35 2 2 2 2 9 6 6 7 2 8 4 75 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 7 10 6 2
40 3 9 9 9 4 4 4 7 8 8 10 80 1 2 2 2 2 5 10 7 2 6 4
45 1 2 3 3 2 2 10 2 1 6 2 85 1 2 2 2 10 2 9 5 7 6 2
50 1 2 4 4 9 5 7 7 10 4 5 90 2 2 4 5 10 2 4 9 8 10 2
55 2 10 4 4 3 3 8 4 3 6 3 95 2 2 4 7 2 2 2 5 9 5 4
60 3 2 2 2 9 9 4 6 4 6 7 100 6 9 2 2 2 4 4 9 1 8 2
65 2 5 4 7 10 6 10 5 9 4 6
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Fig. 5. Iteration details for 3 cases
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Table 2 indicates the number of iterations performed to give the best solu-
tion. Still due to the absence of loop-back control in the iterative grouping proce-
dure, no relation appears between the best iteration number and the constraints.
Figure 5 shows as example the LUT number evolution through 10 iterations for
3 constraint sets. Figure 6 presents the percentage of LUT area saved compared
to the initial solution (with WLs optimized for each operation type). The graph
shows gain up to 60% area saving with an average of 28%.

Thus, the optimization e!ciency of the simple grouping algorithm is unpre-
dictable because it strongly depends on the HLS results at each iteration step,
but those results clearly show the optimization potential one should expect from
iteration procedures.

5 Conclusion

This paper has presented an alternative approach to the HLS of multiple WL
architecture based on an iterative process. Simple iteration grouping procedures,
that can be used with traditional HLS tools, permit certain architecture explo-
ration and refinement. Thus, the multiple WL architecture optimization subject
needs more investigations on iterative grouping procedures.
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